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Abstract
Biallelic inactivation of fumarate hydratase (FH) causes type 2 papillary renal cell carcinoma (PRCC2),
uterine fibroids, and cutaneous leimyomas, a condition known as hereditary leiomyomatosis and renal cell
cancer (HLRCC). The most direct effect of FH inactivation is intracellular fumarate accumulation. A
majority of studies on FH inactivation over the past decade have focused on the theory that intracellular
fumarate stabilizes hypoxia鄄inducible factor 1琢 (HIF1A) through competitive inhibition of HIF prolyl
hydroxylases. Recently, a competing theory that intracellular fumarate activates nuclear factor (erythroid鄄
derived 2)鄄like 2 (NRF2) through post鄄translational modification of its negative regulator. Kelch鄄like ECH鄄
associated protein 1 (KEAP1) has emerged from a computational modeling study and mouse model
studies. This review dissects the origin of these two governing theories and highlights the presence of
chromatin鄄structure鄄regulated targets of transcription factors, which we refer to as 野cryptic targets冶 of
transcription factors. One such cryptic target is heme oxygenase I (HMOX1), the expression of which is
known to be modulated by the gene product of SWI/SNF鄄related, matrix鄄associated, actin鄄dependent
regulator of chromatin, subfamily a, member 4 (SMARCA4, also known as BRG1).
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Hereditary leiomyomatosis and renal cell carcinoma
(HLRCC) is a familial cancer syndrome that is
characterized by increased frequency of skin leiomyoma,
uterine fibroids, and renal cancer in affected families [1].
The associated renal cancer is commonly described as a
very aggressive subtype known as type 2 papillary renal
cell carcinoma (PRCC2) [2]. This type of renal cancer is
usually metastatic at presentation and is refractory to all
reported radiation therapies, chemotherapies, and
molecularly targeted therapies. Consequently, PRCC2 is
the major cause of mortality in HLRCC patients[2].
The gene associated with HLRCC is fumarate
hydratase ( ) [3].
encodes a TCA cycle enzyme that
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catalyzes the hydration of fumarate to form malate
(Figure 1). Patients with HLRCC carry a lossoffunction
allele that is usually inherited from an afflicted
parent [3]. The remaining functional copy of
is always
lost (or inactivated) in disease tissues, suggesting that
complete FH inactivation is the cause of HLRCCrelated
complications.
The fundamental mechanism by which FH
inactivation leads to renal tumor formation in HLRCC
afflicted individuals is not well established. The most
studied theory posits that FH inactivation causes
activation of the hypoxiainducible factor (HIF) by
indirectly inducing the expression of its α subunit (HIF琢)
(Figure 1) [4,5]. More recently, a new theory explaining the
fundamental mechanism of FH inactivation in tumor
formation has arisen. This new theory proposes that the
activation of nuclear factor (erythroidderived 2)like 2
(NRF2) is the main consequence of FH inactivation
(Figure 1) [6,7]. In this review, we describe the two
theories behind the biochemical consequences of FH
inactivation and propose a hypothesis on the tumorigenic
mechanism of FH inactivation.
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Figure 1.

The FH protein is a TCA cycle enzyme that catalyzes the hydration of fumarate to form malate.
When FH function is impared (red circle), fumarate will accumulate and be pumped out of the mitochondria into the cytosol. The HIF1A
activation theory states that cytosolic fumarate can inhibit HIF prolyl hydroxylase (blue line), resulting in HIF1A accumulation and activation
(protein accumulation and activation are shown by green rectangle). The NRF2 activation theory states that cytosolic fumarate can undergo a
Michael's addition reaction with the sulfhydryl group of cysteine residues on the surface of KEAP1 (red arrow). This prevents KEAP1 from
binding to NRF2 and results in NRF2 accumulation and activation. Succinate also accumulates in FH -inactivated cells. The mechanism of
succinate accumulation in FH-inactivated cells has not been studied, but the accumulated fumarate may inhibit SDH. The cytosolic succinate may
inhibit HIF prolyl hydroxylase, giving rise to the observed phenotype of HIF accumulation that is the focus of the majority of HLRCC research.
SDH and VHL mutations (violet circle and rectangle, respectively) give rise to the same spectrum of tumors (paraganglioma, pheochromocytoma,
clear cell renal cell carcinoma). These tumors share HIF activation as the main biochemical phenotype.

The HIF1A Activation Theory
FH catalyzes the hydration of fumarate to form
malate in the TCA cycle. In cells devoid of FH function,
fumarate can accumulate to approximately 200 times the
normal level [4]. In addition, in FHmutated cells, succinate
can accumulate to approximately 15 times the normal
level [4]. The reason for fumarate accumulation is
intuitively apparent: FH is the enzyme that converts it
into malate and ensures the continuation of the TCA
cycle. The accumulation of succinate, however, has yet
to be investigated. One possible explanation is product
inhibition, which happen when the activity of succinate
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dehydrogenase (SDH) is inhibited by fumarate.
Accumulation of TCA metabolites has measurable
and direct consequences in cells and tissues [8].
Accumulation of succinate in cells harboring
mutations results in the activation of HIF琢[9]. Succinate is
purportedly a competitive inhibitor of HIF prolyl
hydroxylases, which use oxoglutarate to hydroxylate
HIF琢, marking HIFα proteins for ubiquitination by the
Von HippelLindau (VHL) complex [9]. Excessive succinate
prevents the hydroxylation reaction, causing HIFα to
accumulate. Likewise, loss of VHL function prevents
proper formation of the ubiquitination complex, resulting
in HIF琢 accumulation [10]. Consequently,
and
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mutations give rise to the same spectrum of tumors, and
the unifying feature of those tumors is the activation of
HIF琢 (Figure 1) [11].
Activation of HIF琢 has also been described as the
main consequence of FH inactivation [4,5] . Similar to
succinate, fumarate is also reported to be a competitive
inhibitor of HIF prolyl hydroxylases [5] . This theory arises
from experimental observations that were similar to
HIFα activation by succinate [5]. Because oxoglutarate is
a reducing agent in the HIFα hydroxylation reaction, the
inhibition of prolyl hydrolyase enzymes by succinate can
be partially reversed by exposing cells to oxoglutarate.
Similarly, exposing cells to oxoglutarate can also
abrogate HIF琢 accumulation in FHinactivated cells [5].
Much research into the consequences of FH inactivation
has focused on the effects of HIF琢 activation. In
addition, reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulate in
cells devoid of FH activity. ROS accumulation also
leads to HIF琢 accumulation. This alternative ROS
mediated mechanism of HIF琢 stabilization arises from
the experimental observation that the HIF琢 activation
phenotype could be neutralized by antioxidants such as
Nacetylcystene or pyruvate[12]. In either case, the precise
mechanism of that leads to HIF琢 activation in
FHinactivated cells remains unclear. Controlled
experiments to investigate this cellular signaling have
been confounded because succinate is elevated in
FHinactivated cells and is itself capable of activating
HIF琢 (Figure 1).
There are two species of the α subunit of HIF,
HIF1琢 (HIF1A) and HIF2琢 (HIF2A, also known as
EPAS1), that are encoded by two different genes.
HIF1A and HIF2A have been shown to recognize the
same cisacting hypoxia response element in target gene
promoters, but their transcription targets do not entirely
overlap [13] . Thus, HIF1A and HIF2A have apparent
phenotypic differences. New evidence suggests that
HIF1A has some tumor suppressive activity or at least is
not associated with aggressive renal tumor development.
In contrast, HIF2A is believed to have oncogenic activity
and is associated with more aggressive tumors [14,15]. In
concordance with this, lossoffunction mutation of HIF1A
is regularly found in aggressive clear cell renal cell
carcinoma [16]. In these cancers, HIF1A mutations result
in specific constitutive activation of HIF2A and drive the
aggressive phenotype. In an
study, reconstitution
of functional VHL into the VHLmutant clear cell renal
cell carcinoma cell line 786O resulted in daughter cell
lines that were not tumorigenic. Notably, tumorigenecity
was restored by knockin of constitutively active
but not
, providing supporting evidence that HIF2A
is associated with tumorigenecity [17]. In contrast to
aggressive clear cell renal cell carcinoma, hereditary
PRCC2 exhibits activation of HIF1A but not HIF2A, with
expression being suppressed at translational
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level [18].
Besides the paradoxical differential activation of
HIF1A vs. HIF2A in hereditary PRCC2,
mutation also
causes an entirely different spectrum of tumors from
those associated with
and
mutations [4].
Furthermore, the robust response seen in HIF琢driven
tumors towards the antiangiogenic agent sunitinib is not
observed in HLRCC, suggesting that HIF1A activation
may be a secondary effect [19]. Through gene expression
profile analysis, we recently found that the angiogenic
subset of HIF1A transcription targets was not
overexpressed in hereditary PRCC2 clinical samples [6].
Another study examining renal cyst formation in
conditional Fh knockout mice compared to conditional
and
double knockout mice showed
that
but not
knockout in the background of
knockout exacerbates the
knockout associated
renal cyst formation [ 7] . We examined the gene
expression data from the study and only managed to
find minimal differences between renal cysts in
knockout mice and
double knockout mice
(Figure 2A). These observations further substantiate the
possibility that HIF琢 activation observed in cells devoid
of FH activity is likely to be a secondary effect rather
than the primary consequence of FH inactivation.

The NRF2 Activation Theory
It is clear that one of the main consequences of FH
inactivation is fumarate accumulation [4]. Fumarate is a
thiolreactive compound that is capable of reacting with
the sulphydryl moiety of cysteine residues to produce
2succinylcysteine in physiologic conditions [20]. As such,
the reaction is appropriately named a succination to
differentiate it from protein succinylation. The availability
of an antibody specific to 2succinylcysteine has made
detection of the succination reaction in cells with high
fumarate possible.
This antibody, which stains
FHmutant tumor samples with high specificity, can be
used as a highly sensitive and specific marker for
HLRCC, which is characterized by FH inactivation and
high levels of fumarate[21] .
Succination is known to modify the activity of a large
number of cysteinecontaining proteins [2224]. Kelchlike
ECHassociated protein 1 (KEAP1), which has many
exposed cysteine residues, is a prime example of a
protein regulated by succination. KEAP1 is an adaptor
protein that positions its binding partners in close
proximity to CULLIN3 ubiquitin ligase for ubiquitination
(Figure 1). Exposed sulfhydryl groups in the cysteine
residues on KEAP1爷 s surface are readily modified by
thiolreactive compounds. Upon covalent modification of
its surface cysteine residues, KEAP1 undergoes a
conformational change that blocks its interaction with
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Figure 2.

A, differential expression of genes in renal tissues
from normal vs. single or double knockout mice. Gene
expression data previously published by Adam and co鄄 workers;
GSE29988[7] . B, expression of Hmox1 in the Fh knockout, Fh/
Hif1a double knockout, and control mice. Gene expression data
previously published by Adam and co鄄 workers; GSE29988 [7].
C, expression of HMOX1 in FH -/- and FH +/+ uterine fibroids.
Gene expression data previously published by Vanharanta and
co鄄workers; GSE2152[41]. D, expression of HMOX1 in hereditary
type 2 papillary renal cell carcinoma (FH -/- ), normal renal
tissues from HLRCC patients (FH +/- ), and normal renal tissues
from non鄄 HLRCC patients (FH +/+ ). Gene expression data
previously published by Ooi and co鄄 workers; GSE26574 [6] .
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its binding partners, l eading to binding partner
accumulation [25]; as such KEAP1 acts as an electrophile
sensor. The NRF2 transcription factor is one of the best
studied binding partners of KEAP1. NRF2 modulates the
expression of a large number of genes that carry out
diverse cellular functions. NRF2 recognizes the
acting antioxidant response element (ARE) in target
gene promoters and, upon binding, typically leads to
increased expression of these genes. Classical NRF2
targets includes enzymes involved in phase I xenobiotic
metabolism, such as cytochrome p450dependent
mixedfunction oxidases and NADPH quinone reductase
1, and phase II xenobiotic metabolism, such as
UDPglucosyl
transferases
and
glutathiones
transferases. NRF2 also modulates the synthesis of
antioxidant molecules such as glutathione, and
thioredoxin as well as enzymes involved in pentose
phosphate pathway, such as glucose 6phosphate
dehydrogenase and transketolases[26].
Transcription targets of NRF2 are coordinately
overexpressed in FHinactivated tissues [6,7]. Our group
and others have recently shown that KEAP1 is
succinated in
inactivated cells, causing accumulation
and activation of NRF2 [6,7]. In addition, reexpression of
functional FH in FHnull cells reduces NRF2 levels. The
effect of FH inactivation on NRF2 activity became
apparent in a gene expression profile analysis, which
showed that the gene expression signature for FH
inactivation significantly overlapped with that of KEAP1
knockdown and that NRF2 targets were specifically
overexpressed in FHinactivated tissues [6]. While there is
a highly significant overlap in NRF2 target genes
between cells in which FH is inactive or cells in which
KEAP1 is knocked down, cell lineagespecific differences
are also apparent. One of the genes that displays this
type of differential expression pattern across different
mutated tissues is
. This gene is a focus of
recent HLRCC research because it was shown to be a
possible therapeutic target for FHinactive cells [27].
However, expression profile analysis on clinical samples
has shown that
is overexpressed in uterine
fibroids associated with
mutation in relative to uterine
fibroids that arise sporadically (4fold increase) but not in
hereditary PRCC2 (1.5fold increase relative to normal
renal tissues) (Figures 2BD). One possible explanation
for this difference is that the availability of some
transcription targets is dependent upon chromatin
structure, and chromatin structure is affected by cell
lineage. In an alternative model, the modulation of
expression by NRF2 has been shown to require
an intact SWItch/Sucrose NonFermentable (SWI/SNF)
complex, where mutation of SWI/SNFrelated, matrix
associated, actindependent regulator of chromatin,
subfamily a, member 4 (
, also known as
) was shown to decouple NRF2 and HMOX1
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expression [28]. Recently, components of SWI/SNF
complex were shown to be a common feature of the
somatic mutation landscape of renal cancers [29]. The
differential expression of HMOX1 suggests possible
SWI/SNF complex disruption in hereditary PRCC2 and
cautions against inferring phenomena in human genetics
by extrapolating animal model data.
It should be noted that there is no direct evidence to
indicate that NRF2 activation is a dominant oncogenic
pathway resulting from FH inactivation. Nevertheless,
NRF2 activation is a feature of many cancers, including
lung cancer, breast cancer, colorectal cancer, and both
the familial and sporadic forms of PRCC2 [6,3032]. While
mutation has yet to be identified in sporadic tumors,
NRF2 activation has been reported as a consequence of
either direct
gainoffunction mutation,
lossoffunction mutation, or gainoffunction mutation of
oncogenes such as
,
, and
in disparate
cancer types [3234] . Furthermore, expression of constitu鄄
tively active NRF2 in immortalized embryonic renal cells
(HEK293)
has
also
been
shown
to
induce
transformation, providing compelling evidence that NRF2
activation could be oncogenic[35].

Glycolytic
Tumors

Shift

in

FH鄄 inactivated

Because of the role of FH in the TCA cycle,
inactivation of this enzyme is associated with inefficient
oxidative phosphorylation and a shift to glycolysis under
normoxic conditions (also known as Warburg's effect).
Warburg爷 s effect is a prominent phenotype of HLRCC
tumors [36]. The precise mechanism underlying the shift of
ATP synthesis from oxidative phosphorylation in normal
cells to glycolysis during the course of tumorigenesis
remains unknown. Some studies suggest that HIFα
activation alone can account for most of the
transcriptional reprogramming required to cause the
observed glycolytic shift [18,36]. HIF琢 modulates the
expression of many genes that encode enzymes involved
in glycolysis [37]. Active HIF琢 also diverts pyruvate away
from the mitochondria and reduces the number of
mitochondria[38].
Glycoloytic pathway genes regulated by HIF琢,
particularly glucose transporter 1 (
, also known as
), hexokinase 2 (
), and pyruvate kinase
( ) [37,39], are indeed overexpressed in FHinactivated
tissues when compared to corresponding normal tissues.
This suggests that the HIF琢 activation theory does offer
a potential mechanism for the observed metabolic shift in
FHinactivated tissues. However, this explanation of the
glycolytic shift is not supported by experiments in animal
models. Analysis of the data from the knockout mouse
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model study [7] in dicate that the expression level of
,
, and
does not seem to change with the
addition of
knockout on the
knockout back鄄
ground, suggesting that the observed overexpression of
these genes were the result of activation of transcription

factors other than HIF (Figure 3). Exploration into how
these proglycolytic genes become upregulated in the
double knockout mouse may provide additional
understanding of this aggressive tumor subtype.

Log2 fold change

Figure 3.

Expression of glucose metabolism genes
including classical HIF1A target, Glut1(Slc2a1), is not dependent on Hif1a status, suggesting that other transcription factors may be
responsible for the glycolytic shift observed in the Fh - / - tissues. Gene expression data previously published by Adam and co鄄
workers; GSE29988 [ 7] .
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Conclusions
In this article, we have presented evidence for the
role of
and
in the development of renal
tumors. However, it is important to note that the
activation of
or
could be incidental to tumor
development. The activation of these two transcription
factors can happen in normal cells without causing
cancer. Therefore, the true question is how these
seemingly normal cellular signaling components give rise
to fatal consequences. One answer is that activity of
these transcription factors, particularly HIF1A and NRF2,
are prolonged in the tumor. Therefore, sustained
activation, rather than transient activation, is associated
with tumor growth. A second answer could be the
accessibility of
acting elements recognized by these
transcription factors. Access to these sites is strongly
influenced by chromatin structure, which allows
transcription factors to differentially control the
expression of their target genes in a chromatin
structurespecific manner [40]. Effects of cell lineage or
somatic mutations in genes that control chromatin

Theories behind FH mutation associated RCC

structure could allow aberrant regulation or availability of
the targets of NRF2 or HIF1A. Transcription factor
targets regulated by both the level of transcription factors
and chromatin structure may hold clues to understand
why activation of seemingly normal cellular signaling
pathways can lead to malignancy in a tissuespecific
manner. We refer to these transcription targets as
野 cryptic targets 冶 , since, due to specific chromatin
structure, their regulation by transcription factors is not
universally present in all cell types.
Cryptic targets may be ideal candidates for
therapeutic intervention since these genes are truly
unique to tumor cells. As such, understanding whether
the sustained activation and/or the presence of 野 cryptic
targets 冶 most strongly influence tumor development
should be the next milestone in furthering our
understanding of the fundamental causes of PRCC2 and
other cancers.
Received: 20120420; revised: 20120424;
accepted: 20120430.
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